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...OFFERING YOU A JOB OPPORTUNITY

Be part of a new, highly promising venture of Kathimerini newspaper.
Our new media platform, featuring free press magazines
in a combination of online and print format,
is aimed at promoting the very best of Greece among a wide audience
of international travelers, opinion makers and investors.

WHERE
To get an idea about our first publications, grab a free copy of Greece Is Athens
at the Acropolis Museum or visit www.greece-is.com
and download both the Santorini and Athens editions for free.
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WHo
Writers, content editors, travel-savvy, in-the-know,

creative and imaginative minds,
to give fresh perspectives and contribute to our content.

But also people with organizational skills,
with an eye and passion for photography or video,
who love Greece and are willing to prove it by

simply being creative!
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Because in the present crisis, this could be a dream career opportunity,
an ideal starting point to gain work experience or even a perfectly
good reason to stay awake at night, thinking of the next great story to tell,
the most amazing location or experience to share, the best way to reach out
to an international audience and make them fall in love with Greece.
Needless to say, this will entail hard work and a positive attitude on your part.
But it could certainly be worth the effort.

how
Submit to editor@greece-is.com an e-mail (with resume),
a sample text or a few photos you have taken,
anything else you might consider relevant, as well as ideas
and proposals on how you think you can contribute.

